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                                1998 CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES -- INCOME TABLE
(10/16/98)

                    GROSS                     70% OF              
GROSS                     70% OF
                OVER   NOT OVER    NET   SOLA   NET           OVER    NOT OVER  
NET    SOLA   NET
                    $0     $750     $0     $0                $5,125    $5,200 $2,670 
$4,382 $1,869
                  $750     $800    $23     $7    $16         $5,200    $5,275 $2,710 
$4,457 $1,897
                  $800     $850    $57    $57    $40         $5,275    $5,350 $2,752 
$4,532 $1,926
                  $850     $900    $92   $107    $64         $5,350    $5,425 $2,792 
$4,607 $1,954
                  $900     $950   $126   $157    $88         $5,425    $5,500 $2,833 
$4,682 $1,983
                  $950   $1,000   $161   $207   $113         $5,500    $5,575 $2,873 
$4,757 $2,011
                $1,000   $1,050   $196   $257   $137         $5,575    $5,650 $2,915 
$4,832 $2,041
                $1,050   $1,100   $231   $307   $162         $5,650    $5,725 $2,954 
$4,907 $2,068
                $1,100   $1,150   $265   $357   $186         $5,725    $5,800 $2,998 
$4,982 $2,099
                $1,150   $1,200   $299   $407   $209         $5,800    $5,875 $3,041 
$5,057 $2,129
                $1,200   $1,250   $333   $457   $233         $5,875    $5,950 $3,085 
$5,132 $2,160
                $1,250   $1,300   $368   $507   $258         $5,950    $6,025 $3,127 
$5,207 $2,189
                $1,300   $1,350   $402   $557   $281         $6,025    $6,100 $3,171 
$5,282 $2,220
                $1,350   $1,400   $437   $607   $306         $6,100    $6,175 $3,214 
$5,357 $2,250
                $1,400   $1,450   $470   $657   $329         $6,175    $6,250 $3,258 
$5,432 $2,281
                $1,450   $1,500   $505   $707   $354         $6,250    $6,325 $3,299 
$5,507 $2,309
                $1,500   $1,550   $538   $757   $377         $6,325    $6,400 $3,343 
$5,582 $2,340
                $1,550   $1,600   $573   $807   $401         $6,400    $6,475 $3,386 
$5,657 $2,370
                $1,600   $1,650   $607   $857   $425         $6,475    $6,550 $3,430 
$5,732 $2,401
                $1,650   $1,700   $641   $907   $449         $6,550    $6,625 $3,472 
$5,807 $2,430
                $1,700   $1,750   $674   $957   $472         $6,625    $6,700 $3,516 
$5,882 $2,461
                $1,750   $1,800   $708 $1,007   $496         $6,700    $6,775 $3,559 
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$5,957 $2,491
                $1,800   $1,860   $745 $1,057   $522         $6,775    $6,850 $3,603 
$6,032 $2,522
                $1,860   $1,925   $788 $1,117   $552         $6,850    $6,925 $3,645 
$6,107 $2,552
                $1,925   $1,990   $832 $1,182   $582         $6,925    $7,000 $3,689 
$6,182 $2,582
                $1,990   $2,055   $876 $1,247   $613         $7,000    $7,075 $3,732 
$6,257 $2,612
                $2,055   $2,125   $921 $1,312   $645         $7,075    $7,150 $3,776 
$6,332 $2,643
                $2,125   $2,200   $971 $1,382   $680         $7,150    $7,225 $3,817 
$6,407 $2,672
                $2,200   $2,275 $1,021 $1,457   $715         $7,225    $7,300 $3,861 
$6,482 $2,703
                $2,275   $2,350 $1,072 $1,532   $750         $7,300    $7,375 $3,904 
$6,557 $2,733
                $2,350   $2,425 $1,122 $1,607   $785         $7,375    $7,450 $3,948 
$6,632 $2,764
                $2,425   $2,500 $1,173 $1,682   $821         $7,450    $7,525 $3,990 
$6,707 $2,793
                $2,500   $2,575 $1,223 $1,757   $856         $7,525    $7,600 $4,034 
$6,782 $2,824
                $2,575   $2,650 $1,274 $1,832   $892         $7,600    $7,675 $4,077 
$6,857 $2,854
                $2,650   $2,725 $1,324 $1,907   $927         $7,675    $7,750 $4,121 
$6,932 $2,885
                $2,725   $2,800 $1,366 $1,982   $956         $7,750    $7,825 $4,163 
$7,007 $2,914
                $2,800   $2,875 $1,406 $2,057   $984         $7,825    $7,900 $4,207 
$7,082 $2,945
                $2,875   $2,950 $1,447 $2,132 $1,013         $7,900    $7,975 $4,250 
$7,157 $2,975
                $2,950   $3,025 $1,487 $2,207 $1,041         $7,975    $8,050 $4,293 
$7,232 $3,005
                $3,025   $3,100 $1,529 $2,282 $1,070         $8,050    $8,125 $4,335 
$7,307 $3,035
                $3,100   $3,175 $1,569 $2,357 $1,098         $8,125    $8,200 $4,379 
$7,382 $3,065
                $3,175   $3,250 $1,610 $2,432 $1,127         $8,200    $8,275 $4,422 
$7,457 $3,095
                $3,250   $3,325 $1,650 $2,507 $1,155         $8,275    $8,350 $4,466 
$7,532 $3,126
                $3,325   $3,400 $1,692 $2,582 $1,184         $8,350    $8,425 $4,508 
$7,607 $3,156
                $3,400   $3,475 $1,732 $2,657 $1,212         $8,425    $8,500 $4,552 
$7,682 $3,186
                $3,475   $3,550 $1,773 $2,732 $1,241         $8,500    $8,575 $4,595 
$7,757 $3,217
                $3,550   $3,625 $1,814 $2,807 $1,270         $8,575    $8,650 $4,639 
$7,832 $3,247
                $3,625   $3,700 $1,855 $2,882 $1,299         $8,650    $8,725 $4,681 
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$7,907 $3,277
                $3,700   $3,775 $1,895 $2,957 $1,327         $8,725    $8,800 $4,725 
$7,982 $3,308
                $3,775   $3,850 $1,936 $3,032 $1,355         $8,800    $8,875 $4,767 
$8,057 $3,337
                $3,850   $3,925 $1,977 $3,107 $1,384         $8,875    $8,950 $4,811 
$8,132 $3,368
                $3,925   $4,000 $2,018 $3,182 $1,413         $8,950    $9,025 $4,853 
$8,207 $3,397
                $4,000   $4,075 $2,058 $3,257 $1,441         $9,025    $9,100 $4,897 
$8,282 $3,428
                $4,075   $4,150 $2,099 $3,332 $1,469         $9,100    $9,175 $4,940 
$8,357 $3,458
                $4,150   $4,225 $2,140 $3,407 $1,498         $9,175    $9,250 $4,984 
$8,432 $3,489
                $4,225   $4,300 $2,181 $3,482 $1,527         $9,250    $9,325 $5,026 
$8,507 $3,518
                $4,300   $4,375 $2,221 $3,557 $1,555         $9,325    $9,400 $5,070 
$8,582 $3,549
                $4,375   $4,450 $2,262 $3,632 $1,583         $9,400    $9,475 $5,113 
$8,657 $3,579
                $4,450   $4,525 $2,303 $3,707 $1,612         $9,475    $9,550 $5,157 
$8,732 $3,610
                $4,525   $4,600 $2,344 $3,782 $1,641         $9,550    $9,625 $5,199 
$8,807 $3,639
                $4,600   $4,675 $2,384 $3,857 $1,669         $9,625    $9,700 $5,243 
$8,882 $3,670
                $4,675   $4,750 $2,425 $3,932 $1,698         $9,700    $9,775 $5,285 
$8,957 $3,700
                $4,750   $4,825 $2,466 $4,007 $1,726         $9,775    $9,850 $5,329 
$9,032 $3,730
                $4,825   $4,900 $2,507 $4,082 $1,755         $9,850    $9,925 $5,371 
$9,107 $3,760
                $4,900   $4,975 $2,547 $4,157 $1,783         $9,925   $10,000 $5,415 
$9,182 $3,791
                $4,975   $5,050 $2,589 $4,232 $1,812        $10,000   $10,075 $5,458 
$9,257 $3,821
                $5,050   $5,125 $2,629 $4,307 $1,840        $10,075   $10,150 $5,502 
$9,332 $3,851

                                                 ATTACHMENT B-2
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